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Abstract
Long-Term Potentiation(LTP) and Long-Term Depression(LTD) are two major forms
of synaptic plasticity, which are also two well-know functional and unit activities
involved in high advanced central neural system(CNS) activities, like memory. But we
still know little about how the advanced CNS activities are organized in the brain and
in the level of organism. Based on the current understanding and experimental evidence
of neurology, we propose the term “Information Circulation” to summarize the current
understandings for advanced CNS activities, and we define it as separately input neural
signals finally converge in different levels of CNS and interact with each other, then
neural information are circulated and processed in different levels of CNS to give out
orders for next body actions. This review provides a detailed description for the
functional organizations of advanced CNS activities in the term of Information
Circulation. This article outlines the receiving of outside stimulation and transmission
of neural information, especially transmission and procession of visual bioelectrical
signals, then we described neural circuits of Information Circulation in advanced CNS
activities, the corresponding specificity and dynamic properties of neural circuits,
different sensation linkages, and neural synchronization for information circulation to
produce consciousness in CNS. In conclusion, Information Circulation is defined as an
important signature involved in advanced CNS activities.
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1. Introduction
Canadian psychologist Donald.O.Hebb in 1949 proposed that when two neurons
interact with each other, the signals transmitted between them will be strengthened,
which was defined as synaptic plasticity. LTP is a well-characterized form of synaptic
plasticity, which could be induced throughout human CNS tissue (1). A large body of
evidences indicate that common underlying molecular mechanisms are shared by LTP
and memory, and LTP fulfills many of the criteria for a neural correlate of memory, and
so synapse-based LTP may be the structural and molecular basis for memory(2-7).
Synaptic depression as LTD is also a parallel mechanism for mediating memory
storage(8, 9), which guarantees sufficient plastic capacity of CNS synapses and is
significant for learning, forgetting and behavioral extinction(1, 10). Studies have shown
that a majority of synaptic connections, some estimates run as high as 80%, are
extremely weak and transmit few electrical signals, which may provide an enormous
capacity for synaptic plasticity (11).
Memory, perception and consciousness are advanced CNS activities of human brain in
the category of neuroscience, which are also three major subjects numberless scientists
investigate in(12-14). Now we propose that Information Circulation as a common
feature for these three major subjects which is described as below. First of all, multiple
types of information (majorly sight, sound and feeling) are accepted by isolated
biological receptors distributed throughout the body, which then are translated into
certain kind of bioelectric signals, respectively. The information carried by bioelectric
signals will be transmitted and processed alongside certain and segregated pathways
towards the CNS, where these different types of information are “combined” together
to become an integrative event, integration of different types of sensory information
occurs mostly at final stations of each pathway, where coordinating linkages between
heterogeneous pathways are established. Finally, decisions and actions orders are
dispersed out by the efferent nervous system, to interact with outside environment, the
result of the interaction turns to be a new stimulation, which makes our survival easier.
The whole process could be defined as “Information Circulation”, which are
continuously recalibrating our memories, perception and consciousness, and finally
action. The above Information Circulation is the major one, and the minor one happens
during the processing of information in CNS (Fig 1).
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Fig 1. The model of Information Circulation during information transmission and procession
Neural bioelectrical signals circulate alongside both the major and the minor neural circuits. Firstly,
stimulations from outside and self-actions are accepted by specific receptors, corresponding neural
information is then being transmitted and processed in certain separated pathways, then interacted and
circulated in CNS, then neural information of decisions are dispersed out in separated efferent pathways
to form “actions”, which combined with outside stimulations to form a new stimulation and impose on
various sensational receptors again.

2. The receiving of outside stimulation and transmission of neural information
The Information Circulation originally starts from the interactions between outward
stimulations and sensory receptors. Neural information being circulated and processed
are firstly transformed by sensory receptors after being directly imposed by
stimulations. Multiple types of sensory receptors are dispersed throughout the whole
body to receive various kinds of stimulations. Several specific sensory organs only
located in head to receive the information of vision, sound, odor, flavor and body
posture (15).
Then how does the neural information transmit in the nerve fibres? The bioelectric
signal of color is processed and transmitted by three types of cone cells. Original
information is accurately recorded by local membrane potentials (MPs) of sensory
receptor which directly interacted with outside stimulations. Only stimulation reaches
a certain threshold and in the sensing range of certain perception system, can it produce
perceptions through sensory systems. Efficient temporal and spatial aggregation,
totalization of MPs and postsynaptic potentials produce transmissible action potentials
(APs) (16). Then, different types of neural information are integrated for perception in
our CNS, and the dynamic properties of Information Circulation allow us recalibrate
our actions to collect other aspects of this stimulation for memory consolidation. As
long as outside stimulations are transformed into bioelectrical signals by sensory
receptors, the corresponding neural information is circulated in terms of different
combinational patterns of APs and transported in predicted pathways. There are several
aspects of information in even one sensation like olfactory, some of information may
be transmitted and processed in parallel ways, but finally these aspects will be
coordinated together as an integral sensation(15).
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Homogeneous information always converges to the same neuroganglion or nuclei,
finally. The information conveyed by autonomic nervous system (ANS) is relatively
independent and insulated from other types of information; most evidences indicate the
outward portion of afferent pathways is rarely interrupted by heterogeneous information,
which accurately maintains its originality(15).
3. The process and transmission of visual information
There are always several levels and processing steps in the pathways for information
transmission, each level does more than relay sensory information or stand apart as a
discrete processing step from others. In the neural pathways for visual information
transmission, the extensive feedback from visual cortex to the lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN) of thalamus is to optimize the thalamic contribution to segmentation and global
integration(17). There are dense inhibitory and exciting reciprocal projections linking
different cortical and subcortical areas inside a certain pathway which is termed as
feedforward and feedback projections (15), so mutual interactions or influences exist
between these levels.
Firstly, we provide insight into how is the visual information being circulated in certain
neural pathways. The basic elements of visual information include color, shape, depth,
movement directions, orientations and maybe some elements we don’t know yet. Until
now, we are not sure which of these elements are integrated to be conveyed and
processed, which of them are processed independently. The information of visual world
is analyzed and transmitted by a set of parallel spatio-temporal pathways(18). Electrophysiology and morphological studies indicate that information of shape, color, depth
and movement are processed and transmitted in a set of relatively separate pathways,
with each pathway manage one or more characters of vision. The starting point of the
pathways for visual Information Circulation is the retina, which is well designed and
could take meticulous visual tasks. The responses of each retinal stratum are wellordered and make up a uniquely temporally coding mode, and this mode sustains
alongside the ANS(19). Precise vertical stratification of the inner plexiform layer (IPL)
makes each stratum of retina receive unique neural inputs which could be integrated to
produce more than ten distinct firing outputs. These responses are ordered in the time
domain (18) and the corresponding information are then delivered by dozens of classes
of ganglion cells to next neural station (19).
There is one question, where do these parallel transmitted information be integrated and
processed together? Each channel projects into different areas of layer four of striate
cortex, and the information of each pathway is selectively and independently processed,
then network of excitatory pyramidal axons reciprocally link pathways from multiple
visual cortical areas together, these excitatory cells are glutamatergic (20-22). Finally,
the segregated processed components of visual information are integrated and
circulated to be processed in a larger scale of neural circuits which are connected by
extensive mutual projections among multiple areas and levels, and it is the functional
structure basis for the Minor Information Circulation in neural system.
3.1 The feedback system in visual Information Circulation
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For instance, blockage of neuronal activities in S1 cortex could influence response
pattern of the ventral posterior nucleus(VPN) neurons, in turn feedback projections
from cortex to VPN could also affect the feedforward information transmission(23).The
reentry actions could facilitate the coordination of neuronal firing and visual
information transmission between different levels(24), and there is a complete
topological projection relations between retina and primary visual cortex, and this strict
topological correspondence is essential for precise reconstruction of original vision.
The visual feedback system consists of pathways from Medial Temporal(MT) through
V1 (relaying) and then to LGN, which makes possible the downward iterative
interactions. For instance, larger-scale integration is carried out only at higher levels as
MT, the feedback from which can inform earlier levels about the overall broad
boundaries of objects, which is inaccessible by the circuits at earlier levels.
3.1.1 V1 and LGN
The feedback cells from layer 6 of V1 has sensitivity of direction and orientation, and
are selective for moving stimuli, not stationary ones (25, 26)which focuses on the
motion directions of objects.
The feedback from V1 could affect the spatial properties of LGN-cell receptive fields,
and shift the firing patterns between burst and tonic(27-31), and enhance information
transmission via LGN cells (32-36). These feedback projections mainly originate from
layer 6 cells, the axon terminals of which are branched and organized retinotopically in
LGN (37-40), which exert an efficient and stimuli-specific influence on the visual input
from retina via the stations of LGN and layer 4 of V1(41). Exactly, the feedback from
V1 could also enhances the sensitivity and surround antagonism and reduce the
responses of LGN (25, 37, 42).
The asymmetric axonal arborizations of feedback projections in LGN are the structural
basis for the spatial characteristics of local receptive fields. The responses of LGN cells
could also be strengthened or strongly suppressed, depending on the spatial relations
between the receptive fields and properties of stimuli. These actions could focus LGN
ensembles on properties of the overall shape of moving stimuli extracted by MT.
3.1.2 MT and V1
MT cells are sensitive to motion direction, speed and depth of a stimulus (43), but some
of these sensations in part are originally related to the properties of V1 cells (43, 44).
The receptive fields of many MT cells are larger than those of V1 cells (45, 46), for
neurons at higher levels sample larger areas of visual space via convergent input from
earlier levels, so the responses of V1 cells could be integrated into the larger MT-cell
receptive fields, including the responses of end-stopped cells of earlier level .The visual
information are feedforwardly interacted with higher levels, and also being processed
by feedback from MT(43, 44, 47).
When a moving stimulus entering an MT receptive field, the response of V1 cells will
be affected by the feedback from MT retinotopically, with responses increase or
decrease prominently in the first 10ms (48). Actually, MT send feedback projection to
layer 4B and layer 6 of V1(49, 50), and contact all sets of layer 6 cells in V1 that
5
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provides feedback to LGN, feedback signals from the broader spatial context of MT
could influence the process of earlier visual information in levels of V1 and LGN (51,
52), which has a widespread effect on the response magnitude and firing patterns in a
variety of LGN cells(17). And the effect of this influence follows the properties of
stimulus driving MT. For instances, the perception of motion may involve a dynamic
interaction between MT, V1 and LGN (41), for the signals from the cortical area of
motion could meet all types of visual information relaying through LGN (53, 54) by
these reciprocal connections between these cerebral levels. So the visual information
circulated between different levels should be processed and modulated in the pattern of
iterative interactions or Information Circulation.
3.2 Visual Information Circulation
In visual system, the synaptic organization of feedforward and feedback pathways
forms a trans-level circuit. So the changes of responses in V1 by the feedback from MT
could further influence the activities in LGN by feedback projections from V1 to LGN,
then the consequent changes in LGN circuitry will circulate in the processing of original
visual input from retina. The feedback-driven modulation of neural responses at earlier
levels changes the feedforward input to higher level, where the responses of feedback
projection cells could be changed as a result. So the visual information could be
circulated in the trans-level circuit.
But how is this feedback integrated into roles linked to the feedforward pathways?
There are specific communicating mechanisms among neurons of different shape and
functions (55), which causes varied conducting velocity. The transmission of visual
information via magnocellular pathway to MT is potent and rapid, which triggers fast
MT feedback to affect visual input relayed in a more slowly conducting pathway, as the
parvocellular and konicellular dominated pathways (37, 48, 56, 57). So the visual
information transmitted in different pathways are conducted in different speed, which
makes the feedback influencing interactions of levels accurately and orderly.
The recalibration properties of this Information Circulation could enables predictive
modulation of responses at earlier levels. Feedback from higher motion areas can
influence the transfer of ascending input when, or even before, the input arrives (41).
Which makes the recalibration of neural activities more accurate and in time. The
extensive recalibration abilities with the reference of various short and long-term
memories in the major Information Circulation distinguish humans from other species.
4. Neural circuits in Information Circulation of advanced neural activities
Neuron clusters or ensembles are functional neuronal groups and memory coding units,
which could response to the same kinds of information with identical pattern of
activities. There is no spatial specificity or distinguishable analogical locations for
activated ensembles. But the levels of activity of the interconnected ensembles could
fluctuate in temporal patterns (58, 59) and the activity patterns may represent a kind of
comprehensive information. The degree of anesthesia could be reflected by the
population scale of activated ensembles in sensory cortex. And the scale of a neuronal
assemble is determined by how many neurons could be involved and activated
6
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instantaneously at the same time (55).
The outside stimulation flows in and rapidly being processed by the reflex arc of gillwithdrawal reflex, just for its linear and simple organizations of neurons. In humans,
how are the neural ensembles being organized in Information Circulation to produce
perceptual consciousness? The large amount of simultaneously activated ensembles
may be structural basis for advanced neural activities as perceptual consciousness, and
activity patterns of neural ensemble from different cerebral areas could be synchronized
and integrated into the flow of Information Circulation (24). By this way, different types
of information could be circulated in larger neural circuits, and the information of
stimulus could be represented by the engrams of simultaneously activated ensemble
groups in the Information Circulation, which encodes from common features to specific
properties(60).
4.1 The specificity of the neural circuits for the Information Circulation
First we introduce the specificity of the pathways for memory process and storage,
memory should not be stored at other sites which is isolated from neuronal networks
for information processing. The biological basis for the modulations of sensory-tomotor circuitry synapses is the same site and mechanism for procedural memory
storage(10). The changes of synaptic plasticity at the connections of presynaptic and
postsynaptic cells serve to store the long-term memory, and then memory should be
stored or distributed in the countless neural circuits, the same pathway for information
transmission. As the visual information are distributed in the whole neuronal pathway,
not only represent in higher cortical levels.
The engrams of memory should be stored in the synapses of neuronal circuits that are
originally activated (61-63). So the information of memory is circulated transsynaptically. The amount of activated neurons involving in previous memory
processing increases when imposed by stimulations resembling the initial ones, and
memory retrieval relies on reinvoking patterns of activity that occurred at the time of
encoding, both of which may account for that the viewing of original stimulations could
help recalling(64, 65). The same neural ensembles activated in the acquisition of
learned fear are reactivated during the remembrance of the memories(66). To some
extent, the downward feedback from higher visual cortex to lower levels regulates the
activities of neurons with same or similar function(55), which follow the specificity of
the Information Circulation. In conclusion, the pathways and neural circuits for
Information Circulation are stimulus specific.
4.2 Dynamic properties of the neural circuits for the Information Circulation
The dynamic properties of neurotransmitter and corresponding receptors, synapses and
related intracellular messenger molecules, neurons and connected fibers are the
structural and molecular basis for the never ending Information Circulation.
The dynamically activated and reactivated N-Methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
postsynaptic receptors are closely related with LTP and formation of spatial memory(63,
67). α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) is another
glutamate receptor, the dynamic internalization and externalization of which is also
7
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significant for synaptic plasticity, and the activation of NMDA receptors is induced by
the activation of AMPA(22). The blockage of NMDA in amygdala are linked with
forget of fear, which is the result of interruption of dynamic properties of synaptic
components(68).
The neural circuits for memory storage should be actively sustained to maintain the
dynamic flowing of Information Circulation, and the process of which are related with
the activation of synaptic components as PCK-ζ and cytoplasmic polyadenylation
element binding protein(CPEB), the blockage of which would interfere with normal
circulation of memory information (69-72). It is PKA which tranlocates into nuclei
initiating protein synthesis and transforming short-term memory to long-term memory
(62, 73), and this transformation could consolidate the pathways for memory
Information Circulation. The information of behavioral modification circulates not only
through the changes of synaptic electrical properties, but also via the changes of the
number of synaptic connections distributed in the neural circuits (74).
The growth of new axonal fibers and neurogenesis would interrupt the previous
engrams of memory, for the integration of new components in the existing neural
circuits would damage the specificity of the pathways for Information Circulation, and
which may be the cause for the forget of the first three years of life (64, 75, 76).
Improved stepping behavior after training spinal-injured animals shows that axonal
projections of younger rats are of greater plasticity, which is demonstrated anatomically
with denser VLF (ipsilateral ventrolateral funiculus) projections to hindlimb
motoneurons after neonatal injury (77).
Most fibers within the cerebral white matter tract are bidirectional, which reciprocally
associate different cerebral areas(21), and certain properties of these fibers could be
changed as the information circulate through them. Myelination of fibers could increase
the speed of information transmission and strengthen multi-regional connections, the
degree of myelination and signal intensity in axons are positively correlated, and neural
information will leak out and disappear if without myelin sheath (75, 78). The myelin
sheath becomes larger and thicker when we learn difficult skills, the process of which
is also accompanied with gradually decreased synaptic plasticity. Once myelination
finished, axon will lose its plasticity, which may be for original engram
consolidation(75). Only the forebrain white matter will be developed and flourished by
study of playing piano after puberty (76), which is the only place where myelination of
fibers has not finished yet after puberty. Until about age of twenty-five the myelination
process in prefrontal lobe will be almost finished. As people are getting old, the locus
in cortex for myelination becomes more and more limited, but it does occur sometimes.
Violent changes of environment could influence intelligence development in the key
period of myelination. The abnormal cerebral whiter matter may come from abnormal
myelination of unstable axons and may result adolescent schizophrenia. Nogo-A which
is myelin-associated inhibitor of axonal growth, is majorly present in oligodendroglia
cell of the adult and developing nervous system(79), the decrease expressing of which
could result behavior alterations in laboratory rodents, possibly and particularly
corresponding with human schizophrenia(80). And in adults, Nogo-A is able to
modulate the neuronal and synaptic plasticity through Nogo receptor (NgR) (81, 82).
8
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The neurons in the pathways for Information Circulation could be refreshed as well.
There are thousands of newborn neurons appeared everyday in dentate gyrus, and the
survival of which could be promoted by environmental enrichment and some kind of
learning, then the survived newly born neurons could integrate into hippocampal
networks and information could be circulated through these new pathways(64, 83-86).
And there is a critical period after the neurogenesis during which special stimulations
is significant for survival(65), this time period is consistent with the pivotal period for
the growth of axons and dendrite of new generated neurons (87), and the survival rate
correlates with amount and difficulty degree of exercise, not with learning speed (75).
The newborn neurons in hippocampus have greater responsiveness than mature granule
cells and may contribute to engrams by representing the previous experiences (88, 89),
which is essential for difficult task learning (90).
But the dynamic properties may originally be caused by ceaseless changing stimuli. For
instance, the effect of surround antagonism which is essential for the transmission of
visual information is only limited to moving stimuli other than stationary subjects (25).
Functions of orientation column located in striate cortex would be impaired if the visual
environment are deprived or abnormal (91, 92). Transcranial direct-current stimulation
(tDCS) may be useful for consciousness recovering in vegetative patients(93). And
consistent stimulations of locomotor training could promote the signal circulation of
local circuitry and improve the stepping performance of rat after the injury of spinal
cord (77). Which all means the significance of the outside dynamic stimulations to the
integrity of pathways for Information Circulation.
The intervention of dynamic property and disorders of neural connectivity would result
the malfunction of Information Circulation. And abnormal Information Circulation
could lead to loss of memory, which is closely related with many psychiatric disorders
as anxiety, schizophrenia and depression(10, 11, 94).
The electro-physiological activities of neural circuits are dynamic, so does the
information they are representing. We can assume that neural information is always in
the state of dynamic flowing, or the circulation mode of neural information.
5. Different sensation linkages
The above passages review the structural basis and properties of the visual Information
Circulation in the corresponding neural circuits. Now we are beginning to explain the
applications of Information Circulation in advanced functional neural activities, as in
different sensation linkage, perception and consciousness. The presumption is that any
two regions with a consistently high correlation are linked, perhaps by an actual bundle
of nerve fibres, but certainly by working together in some way (94).
Neural circuits distributed in different cerebral areas are linked by feedforward and
feedback projections between them to form a larger scale of neural circuits. The cerebral
areas consist of different levels and various functional differing regions exist within
each level. As mentioned above, the processing of visual Information Circulation
should be operated by mutual interactions between higher and lower visual levels, and
by the ones between different areas within one level, especially within primary visual
cortex. The response patterns of neurons which locate in the larger circuits for
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Information Circulation could be inter-affected.
The Information Circulation through multi-cortical areas of different functions may
connect and integrate a variety of sensory information together to produce
combinational perceptions of consciousness, which should be the ultimate goal of the
transmission and procession of individual sensory information(24). The structural basis
for multi-sensation integration are these trans-regional axons which bundle together and
comprise much of the fiber tracts termed as brain white matter (95). The effect of
horizontal mutual projections among cortical area is smooth, medium and slow, but
have widespread and extensive influences. Contrarily, the concentrated projections
between different cerebral levels are less, but the excitatory effect of which is intensive
and immediate.
The storage of declarative memories requires the involvement of hippocampus (76, 96,
97), and John O’Keefe found the memory of surrounding environment could be
registered in hippocampus in a pattern of integrated information (98), and this process
may rely on the coordination of multi-sensory systems. Vision of the movement of a
speaker’s mouth could affect the listening content (99). For these auditory memory may
be initially coded together with visual information. The perceptual effect observes that
speech motor learning could affect perceptual classification of speech sounds (99). The
structural basis is the somatosensory inputs to cochlear nucleus and bidirectional
interactions between somatosensory and auditory cortical areas (100-106). Besides that,
the responses of primary motor cortex could be facilitated by the perception of speech
movement and speech sounds(107, 108). Speech perception could also be affected by
the stimulation to premotor cortex(109), which means the perceptual change and motor
learning are associated and interacted.
The visual information of speech movement and auditory information of sound are
flowing in and are being perceived and processed coordinately together, then the
information of the movements of speech flows out, and being perceived again as a new
stimulus information. This kind of information flowing are circulated, with every steps
being bidirectionally interacted with each other. In conclusion, the Information
Circulation is not restricted to one single sensory being processed segregated from
others, but individual sensory information are always finally being integrated together
as cross-modal sensory information and being processed in the Information Circulation
in a larger scale (Fig 2).

A

B

C

Fig 2. Different brain regions are being connected by neuronal fibers forming a complex
connectome. (A) is the result of the brain’s neuronal fibres detected by the technology of Diffusion
Spectrum Imaging. The directions of fibres are represented by different colors. If the related and
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interconnected neural structures with specific functions (B) are all combined and integrated together,
there should be a very complicated neuronal network (C) linked by these fibres. Then if multi-cerebral
areas of different functions were connected with each other, then how does the neural information being
transmitted and processed in such a network? The organization pattern of Information Circulation is
proposed as the viewpoint.

6. Neural Synchronization for Information Circulation to Produce Consciousness
in CNS.
Human brain can not only encode specific information to a certain event, but could
extract commonality and abstract conception from present life experience and then
generalize it to others(60). It also has the ability of associative thinking and creativity,
the structure basis of which may be hyper-connectivity; neural ensembles of
independent memories which rarely have contact with each other are connected to form
new combination patterns of information of neuronal ensembles (11).
As what we have discussed above, the production of perceptual consciousness needs
the participation of simultaneously synchronized ensemble activities into the
Information Circulation. Now we review the mechanism of synchronizations and
reentry, which are based on functional organization of ensembles. The reentry is the
strong and instantaneous reactivation of the initial neural ensembles distributed in
multiple brain areas, which will repeat for a while with diminished amplitude after
being imposed by stimulus(60) and the experience of consciousness needs effective and
accurate reentry mechanism, which is interactions of various cortical areas in a short
time range(24). Electro-synapses make the synchronization of neural activities more
feasible. And the structure for trans-regional synchronization is the reciprocal
projections between ensembles from multi-cerebral areas, the activities of which also
sustain the activation state of assembles (21, 55). The response patterns and
synchronization of neuron assemblies are stimulus-specific and with temporal and
spacial features. Feedback impulses from higher levels to lower ones may cause
synchronization of activities in different levels of visual nervous system, which is to
integrate a variety of visual information together and ensure precisely and temporally
coding of information. For instances, the large feedback projections from the 6th layer
of primary visual cortex to LGN could regulate and optimize the response patterns of
LGN neurons (41), then responses of LGN ensembles could be furtherly synchronized.
In conclusion, the consciousness of visual perception may be achieved by dozens of
visual areas and visual related areas, in which the ensemble activities with tempo-spatio
features are circulated and synchronized to perceive extensive views.
Forwardly, projections from brainstem and thalamus to cortex are of certain conduction
velocity and could spontaneously send impulses to modulate the global level of brain
arousal by neuronal synchronization throughout the brain, so the state of consciousness
and alert could be sustained (110-112). Consciousness keeps forming and dismissing
transiently, and an individual consciousness can not exist all along (55), which
corresponds with the dynamic property of neural activities. For stimulus changes all
the time and so does the activated pathways for Information Circulation which specific
to stimulus (55). The inhibitory and excitatory mechanism between neurons could
timely end the activation of neural ensembles and replace it with new ones, which
11
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makes the possibility of prompt alteration of multi-signal transmission(113-115), and
results in large-scale transient construction, dismiss and reconstruction of pathways for
Information Circulation, which may be the structural basis for perceptual consciousness
(116).
Different types of neurons activated in different patterns could reflect a variety of
information accumulated in life(55). An integrated consciousness should result from
synchronization of neuron ensembles dispersed at posterior cortex (for sensory
representation) and frontal lobe (for schedule, memory and language) (55). The
activities of hundreds of millions neurons are synchronized to produce the experience
of consciousness in a range of ~100ms and disappeared in less than one second(55),
just like the never ending fluctuating tide.
7. Conclusions
In conclusion, the Information Circulation is a pattern for information processing, the
structural basis is the neuronal circuits distributed in different cerebral areas connected
by reciprocal projections, to form a larger-scale neural circuit, which is a functional
integrity. What’s more, the neural circuits for Information Circulation are characterized
by specificity property and dynamic property.
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